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Lot 1
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: TJB 914U Sandhills 4120C
Sire Registration: AMGV1343272
Comments: Starting the embryo sale will be 149X. She has
created quite a stir for us this year and fortunately she
flushes very well. As stated in the last sale, we believe these
4120C progeny will be phenomenal. He is an extremely
balanced individual with two full sibs that are
incredible(4101C & 4103C).

Lot 2
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: TJB 914U Sandhills 4120C
Sire Registration: AMGV1343272
Comments: Starting the embryo sale will be 149X. She has
created quite a stir for us this year and fortunately she
flushes very well. As stated in the last sale, we believe these
4120C progeny will be phenomenal. He is an extremely
balanced individual with two full sibs that are
incredible(4101C & 4103C).

Lot 3
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: TJB Masterpiece 138L
Sire Registration: AMGV749379
Comments: These 149X embryos are sired by TJB
Masterpiece 138L. Had Masterpiece come along in a diiferent
time, he would have been one of the most popular sires.

When he was produced, red bulls were almost unmarketable.
He has done great things in our program. The full sib heifer to
these embryos was the high seliing individual in the sale
going to Dyer Farms. We expect her bull mates to be a
highlight in the upcoming sale in November.

Lot 4
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: TJB Masterpiece 138L
Sire Registration: AMGV749379
Comments: These 149X embryos are sired by TJB
Masterpiece 138L. Had Masterpiece come along in a diiferent
time, he would have been one of the most popular sires.
When he was produced, red bulls were almost unmarketable.
He has done great things in our program. The full sib heifer to
these embryos was the high seliing individual in the sale
going to Dyer Farms. We expect her bull mates to be a
highlight in the upcoming sale in November.

Lot 5
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: XXB Classic
Sire Registration: AMGV1357203
Comments: These embryos were so well accepted in the
first sale we decided to make some more. I would really look
for some exciting cherry red calves from this mating. Of
course a great black one might be in the cards!

Lot 6
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: XXB Classic

Sire Registration: AMGV1357203
Comments: These embryos were so well accepted in the
first sale we decided to make some more. I would really look
for some exciting cherry red calves from this mating. Of
course a great black one might be in the cards!

Lot 7
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U 149X
Donor Registration: AMGV1181350
Sire: First Impression
Sire Registration: AMGV979814
Comments: We are going to give everybody a chance to buy
into 149X genetics affordably today. First Impression is a bull
not well known but we have produced some very good
daughters in our herd today. We are selling some full brother
sibs to these embryos and they are stout made individuals
and very moderate. Bulls pictured are the full sibs.

Lot 8
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 337M-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV860733
Sire: SAV Rain Dance
Sire Registration: AMAN1857896
Comments: These embryos require little introduction as the
dam, 337M has become well known for her great females in
production. Capitalize with the chance to make heifers with
these sexed heifer IVF embryos. Guarantee is 2 pregnancies.
IVF Embryos: Yes

Lot 9
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 337M-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV860733
Sire: SAV Rain Dance
Sire Registration: AMAN1857896
Comments: These embryos require little introduction as the
dam, 337M has become well known for her great females in
production. Capitalize with the chance to make heifers with

these sexed heifer IVF embryos. Guarantee is 2 pregnancies.
IVF Embryos: Yes

Lot 10
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 913U-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1105259
Sire: DLW Dalhart
Sire Registration: AMGV1358450
Comments: 913U has just calved and age only makes her
better. She is picured here last month at 10 years old. She is
much like her illustrious dam 337M, as her udder remains
flawless with age. We are getting our first Dalhart calves on
the ground this fall. I think he will work.

Lot 11
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 921U-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1105261
Sire: Blues Impact
Sire Registration: AMGV117716
Comments: You will have the unique opportunity to use
Green Hills very successful Blues Impact with some of our
most proven donors in this sale. 921U has been a consistent
female here for years along with her full sister, 913U.

Lot 12
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 921U-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1105261
Sire: CTR Sandhills 0065X
Sire Registration: AMGV1189131
Comments: This is a proven winner for us. There are 3 full
sib females to these embryos and they are special. Little risk
involved with this purchase. Pictured in this sequence is
495B(One of the 921U/0065X daughters)

Lot 13
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 921U-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1105261
Sire: SLC Viper 7E
Sire Registration: CDGV163774
Comments: Welcome to your chance to acquire genetics on
the Severtson bull that took Denver by storm selling for
$66,000. You will be at the beginning of this opportunity with
not much investment.

Lot 14
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Anissa 921U-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1105261
Sire: SLC Viper 7E
Sire Registration: CDGV163774
Comments: Welcome to your chance to acquire genetics on
the Severtson bull that took Denver by storm selling for
$66,000. You will be at the beginning of this opportunity with
not much investment.

Lot 15
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Blackbird 827T 410B-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1298840
Sire: TAU Outright
Sire Registration: AMGV1256437
Comments: I have been telling people we had a good one in
410B. The impact becomes clear when the great picture is
made or you get the chance to see this girl in production.
What a beautiful female and a spectacular udder. I think if
you come here to see cattle, our red donor cattle will surely
catch your eye. She just calved and we will be offering more
embryos in the future.

Lot 16
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Blackcap 130X 558C
Donor Registration: AMGV1351883
Sire: EGL Round House
Sire Registration: AMGV1296227
Comments: 558C entered the donor group last fall and I

think the picyure will tell you why. Our Vickram daughters
were really good as 2 year olds. We sure like their type and
udder quality. We have a calf from this mating currently on
the ground. Don't be afraid to take chances on our young
donors. They fon't get flushed without good reason.

Lot 17
Lot Details
Donor: TJB Erica 103X-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1181359
Sire: JKGF Ditka C85
Sire Registration: AMGV1322576
Comments: The video is of the Angus dam of 103X. We
have only taken a calf picture of 103X but she has been very
productive here and actually sold a $7300 bull in 2014. The
Ditka calves have had loads of performance and he injects
quality EPD's.

Lot 18
Lot Details
Donor: TAU Blackcap B042 823T-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1066297
Sire: SLC Viper 7E
Sire Registration: CDGV163774
Comments: We are entering several sets of embryos by
823T. This is a donor that obviously has flushed well and you
can choose from several different matings. Her calves are
always marketable. She has sold several sons to highlight
our bull sales including 2017 high selling bull to Hadden
Ranch. Buy these with confidence that your product will work!

Lot 19
Lot Details
Donor: TAU Blackcap B042 823T-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1066297
Sire: JKGF Ditka C85
Sire Registration: AMGV1322576
Comments: We are entering several sets of embryos by
823T. This is a donor that obviously has flushed well and you
can choose from several different matings. Her calves are

always marketable. She has sold several sons to highlight
our bull sales including 2017 high selling bull to Hadden
Ranch. Buy these with confidence that your product will work!

Lot 20
Lot Details
Donor: TAU Blackcap B042 823T-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1066297
Sire: EGL Round House
Sire Registration: AMGV1296227
Comments: We are entering several sets of embryos by
823T. This is a donor that obviously has flushed well and you
can choose from several different matings. Her calves are
always marketable. She has sold several sons to highlight
our bull sales including 2017 high selling bull to Hadden
Ranch. Buy these with confidence that your product will work!

Lot 21
Lot Details
Donor: TAU Blackcap B042 823T-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1066297
Sire: EGL Lifeline
Sire Registration: AMGV1298079
Comments: We are entering several sets of embryos by
823T. This is a donor that obviously has flushed well and you
can choose from several different matings. Her calves are
always marketable. She has sold several sons to highlight
our bull sales including 2017 high selling bull to Hadden
Ranch. Buy these with confidence that your product will work!

Lot 22
Lot Details
Donor: TAU Blackcap B042 823T-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1066297
Sire: Blues Impact
Sire Registration: AMGV117716
Comments: We are entering several sets of embryos by
823T. This is a donor that obviously has flushed well and you
can choose from several different matings. Her calves are
always marketable. She has sold several sons to highlight
our bull sales including 2017 high selling bull to Hadden
Ranch. Buy these with confidence that your product will work!

Lot 23
Lot Details

Donor: TJB Velvet 137X-ET
Donor Registration: AMGV1181344
Sire: DLW Dalhart 1209D
Sire Registration: AMGV1358450
Comments: 137X is a full sister to 912U and 348Z. As 912U
has about reached the end of her production, look for more
influence from these 2 sisters. We recently sold an
Xterminator daughter to C&T Farms in Tennessee and
expect to see great things from her. She is an awfully
powerful female.

